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This is an agreement entered into by (“AUTHOR”) and Sheri Spaine Long (“EDITOR”), as agent of the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese (“PUBLISHER”), regarding the publication in Hispania (“JOURNAL”) of an original work (“WORK”), entitled:

The AUTHOR recognizes that publication of the WORK is contingent upon its being of satisfactory quality in the judgment of the EDITOR, and the decision as to whether and when to publish the WORK lies in the sole and final discretion of the EDITOR. The EDITOR reserves the right to deny publication at any time, even after notification of the EDITOR’s intent to publish the WORK is issued. The AUTHOR guarantees that the WORK is solely and completely of the AUTHOR’s production, with the exception of co-authors, and therefore belongs to the AUTHOR. The AUTHOR guarantees that the WORK has not been previously published in whole or in part nor is in press or currently under consideration in whole or in part for publication other than by the EDITOR. The AUTHOR guarantees that the WORK in no way infringes upon any copyright or proprietary rights of others and that it does not contain anything unlawful, libelous, or in violation of any right of privacy. If secondary materials are cited extensively or copyrighted images are to be published in the WORK, even if included as supplemental materials, the AUTHOR shall request permission to use those materials and images, using the JOURNAL’s “Request for Permissions for Secondary Materials” form. Use of alternate forms is permitted as approved by the EDITOR in order to meet the requirements of a particular right granting entity. (Please follow the fair use guidelines as outlined in sections 2.2.13 and 2.2.14 of The MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing [3rd ed.] to determine when permission should be requested.) The EDITOR reserves the right to request evidence of copyright permission for any portion of the WORK; however, the AUTHOR has ultimate responsibility to determine whether the WORK includes material that requires written permission for publication in the JOURNAL; to obtain such permission, at the AUTHOR’s own expense, from the copyright owner; and to submit that permission to the EDITOR prior to publication. The AUTHOR agrees to indemnify and hold the EDITOR and PUBLISHER harmless against any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, including attorney fees and costs, and damages arising from or related to the breach or inaccuracy of any of the warranties included above. Should it be necessary for any party to bring an action to enforce the terms of this agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable attorney fees and costs.

The AUTHOR hereby grants and assigns to the PUBLISHER the entire copyright of the WORK whereby the PUBLISHER shall have exclusive right to publish the WORK and translations of it wholly or in part in any medium, including electronic media, throughout the world, during the full term of copyright, including renewals and extensions and all subsidiary rights. If at any point the WORK is deemed unacceptable for publication, the EDITOR will provide official notification and all rights will revert to the AUTHOR.

The AUTHOR retains the right to republish the WORK, in whole or in part, in any book, article, or other scholarly work of which the AUTHOR is author or editor, subject to notifying the PUBLISHER of the intent to do so and to including in the republication the notice “Published previously in Hispania” with the issue number, date, and page numbers. The WORK cannot be published prior to or concurrent with its appearance in the JOURNAL. Manuscripts returned to authors without advancing toward publication cannot be resubmitted for review.

As a requirement of publication, the AUTHOR must maintain membership in the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese from the year of submission through and including the year of publication.

The AUTHOR will receive no monetary compensation for the assignment of copyright or publication of the WORK. If all of the above guarantees and conditions have been met and the WORK is published in the JOURNAL, the AUTHOR is entitled to receive author copies as follows: article with a single author, two print copies; article with more than one author, one print copy per author; book/media reviews, one print copy per reviewer.
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